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293 new drugs notified 2005–2013
57 notified in 2013 so far…



• The types of users are also broadening out…

• ‘recreational’: psychonauts, early adopters (dance music 
fans), broader population

• lifestyle users: gym-goers, weight loss, other enhancement 
reasons

• problematic users: IV opioid injectors switching to stimulants 
such as mephedrone and MDPV

• self-medication

Unprecedented growth in number, type and availabili ty
From limited significance to global concern…



• Many new drugs do not spread beyond small groups of experienced users, but some do…

• a key role in diffusion is played by the availability and attractiveness

• ‘a drug of choice’ in that it delivers both acceptable effects and side effects (e.g. 
mephedrone), or allows users to avoid sanctions as a result of drug testing (driving, 
workplace, criminal justice)

• however overall when it comes to new drugs there is usually little or no information on 
effects, harms, patterns of use and prevalence

• yet there is a growing number of reports of non-fatal intoxications and deaths associated 
with new drugs

Unprecedented growth in number, type and availabili ty
From limited significance to global concern…



Toxicovigilance
Enhanced reporting on non-fatal intoxications and deaths

• Information on toxicity—particularly non-fatal intoxications and deaths—plays an essential 
role in identifying, understanding and monitoring the harms to health caused by new drugs

• Strengthening the toxicovigilance component of the EWS will allow active and systematic 
detection, assessment, understanding, monitoring, minimisation and prevention of toxicity

• Collection of spontaneous and solicited cases of toxicity, as well as allow their collation, 
management, processing and evaluation. Drawing on good pharmacovigilance practice

• This will allow detection of signals of toxicity, signal validation, signal confirmation, signal 
analysis and prioritisation, signal evaluation and recommendation for action

• Particularly useful in revealing an emerging toxicological problem related to a new drug at 
EU- and as well as action at the national-level

• Essential for moving from monitoring > joint report > risk assessment > control (under the 
Council Decision)



Toxicovigilance
Enhanced reporting on non-fatal intoxications and deaths

• All cases of toxicity will be eligible

• Primary data source will be from the healthcare system, including existing toxicovigilance 
and pharmacovigilance systems

• Secondary data sources include information from third countries, published and grey 
literature, Internet sites and the media (linked to country data, Internet monitoring, etc.)

• Most reports available in the literature are presumptive, meaning that there is no analytical 
confirmation of the specific drug used either through testing of a biological sample or an 
epidemiologically linked drug sample

• An essential component of the system will depend on analytical confirmation of the 
presence and quantification of a new drug and/or its metabolites in biological fluids

• In addition, given that biological samples or their analysis are not always available, it will be 
important to identify epidemiologically linked drug samples

• Currently redesigning the reporting form to allow data collection in a standardised way 
(single side of A4)


